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A study of the nucleon polarization to be expected when nucleons are 

_elastically scattered1from nuclei is presented. The polarization effect is a 

consequence of the fact that the nucleon-nucleus interaction may be represented 

as a complex spin-dependent potential. The existence of such an potential is 

suggested by the nuclear shell model and the spin dependence of the nucleon-

nucleon interaction. Qualitative arguments are advanced to determine this 

potential in terms of the nucleon=nucleon interactiono Although the polarization 

effect is by no means confined to elastic scattering it is in this case 

particularly useful since the large diffraction cross sections observed experi

mentally insure relatively high yields of polarized particles. · A number of 

studies have been carried outB for both neutron and proton scatteringB which 

show that almost full polarization can occur. The calculations have been 

carried out using the W.K.Bo approximation as usually applied to the nuclear 

optical modele The method has been checked by carrying out an exact phase shift 

analysis for a particular caseo The results show that studies of nucleon 
·..; 

polarization can illuminate some aspects of nuclear structure since the polarization 

. ;~> depends on the particular nucleus used as a target as well as upon the form of the 
(-

interactiono 
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The existence of a nucleon-nucleus spin dependent interaction is 

suggested by the fact that the nucleon~nucleon potential is itself spin 
1 

dependent ; moreover such an interaction is an essential feature of the 

nuclear shell modelo 

Such an interaction should manifest itself in a polarization of. 
2 

nucleons scattered by nuclei o. · Although the polarization effect is by no 

means 'confined to the case of elastic scattering this process is particularly 

interesting and useful since the large diffraction cross sections found 

experimentally insure a relatively high yield of polarized particles. 

The elastic scattering of nucleons by nuclei can be described by 

the treating the nucleon-m~cleus interaction as a complex potential. .3 The 

imaginary part of the complex potential represents the effect of all processes 

not leading to elastic scatteringo If in-addition to a complex central 

potential there exists a spin dependent potential the elastic scattered 

nucleons will be polarized. As a consequence of the complex potential a 

Born approximation treatment of the scattering will- lead to a non-vanishing 

polarization in distinction to tne case of a purely real potential where the 

Born approximation always leads to no polarization since it leaves intact 

the relative phase relations of waves of different values of the orbital 

angular momentumo 
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For low energy nucleon scattering one may expect that the 

polarization will reflect the characteristics of the spin-orbit potential 

of the shell model but at high energies it is certainly more sensible to 
' . . 4 

expect that the nucleon-nucleon potential is directly effective since the 

incident particle can then "see" individual nucleons in the nucleus. 

An estimate of the polarization effect for a spin zero nucleus can 

be made by assuming a complex spin dependent interaction of the form 

(1) 

~ 

Here CS. a.nd L represent the spin and orbital angular momentum of the 

nucleon~ v@ and v® are in general complex potentials depending on the 
..., 

nucleon coordinate r. The pararneters characterizing them should be chosen 

to fit as well as possible the observed data on nucleon-nucleus scattering. 

The scattering cross section and polarization to be expected from such a 
. 5 

potential are given by 

..., -") 

~ : A+ BCJo n 
d""-

...., 
P(e) ABi~ 1- A*B _, 

~ n 
do-/d.r-

(2) 

0 (3) 

A and B represent the amplitudes for spin independent and spin dependent 

scattering respectively o The vector rt is the normal to the plane of 

scattering and is determined by 

.., ..., ....,. 2 
k x k 9 ~ n k sin 9 i (4) 

~ ...., 
where k and kw are the initial and final momenta, respectively. 

I ' ~~· 

. 
" 
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To make a. crude estimate of 1 .valid at small angles .for the case · 

of carbon, V 
8 

will be assumed to be real square well or size 
1/3 . -13 . . ' 

lo4 A x 10 em and of 2 Mev in depth. If B is estimated by- the 

Born approximation it is purely imaginary o As a consequence one need _only 

know the imaginary part o,f! A~ For small angles this is approximatelY, 
i 

proportional to the total cross section for nucleon-nucleus scattering. 

ImA ,..J -- (5) 

6 
One may therefore use the known Erxperimental values for CfT and dcr /d.l1-

in this formula and in the denominator or Eq. (3). These values 
=24 2 0 . • . <=2.4 2 

~T = Oo288 x 10 em , and gg: (5 ) :: Oo 725 x 10 em yield a. 
d..ll...-

(6) 

for 300 Mev neutrons incident on carbona 
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II. THE NUCLEON-NUCLEUS INTERACTIONS 

The nucleon-nucleus interaction for a spin zero nucleusl)_must be 
_.:;, 

linear in the spin vector cs- ·o • Accordingly ll the usual optical model or the 

nucleus can be generalized by the addition of a spin-orbit potential7: 

(7) 

V c'. the· central potential» is in general complexll and is usually taken to be 

of some simple algebraic form which is assumed to be proportional to the 

density of nucleons in the nucleus. The functional form of V
8 

can be 
a conjectured (by the analogy with spin-orbit potentials in a number of other 

instances) to be of the form, 

V 
13
(r) ,v ! .!!, V

0
(r) , · (8) 

r dr 

(although in general V 
8 

is a complicated integral operator). Rather 'than 

appeal to these analogous situations» however~ one can show that a simiiar 

dependence is a simple consequence of the'nucleon-nucleon interaction. 

We begin with the identity 

where V is the optical model potential and 

(9) 

~IJ is the wave function ro 
describing the elastic scattering of the incident nucleon. V, in general 01 

can be a differential or integral operator. We assume now that the equivalent · 

p~tential of' the nucleon-nucleus interaction ··which describes elastic scattering 

~the optical model potential--can be expressed in terms of the individual 
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nucleon-nucleon scattering prOcess.,. That is, we write 

V 1o (x) 

.. ~ ~ f (r0 ) dr0 dr1 ••• dr:h • 

. (10) 

is the ground state nuclear wave function. is the t~ansition 

matrix for scattering between the incident and the k 9th nucleon. In .a 

momentum representation~ T~ has the form9 

.., ...,, ~ ~ 

x k). b(k )) k) -t- (terms containing ())\ ) • 

(11) 

We will limit ourselves to spin zero nuclei so that terms of T~ containing 

will drop out. 

The equivalent potential as defined by Eq. (10) is subject to several 

assumptions. These are the impulse approximation10 and a partial neglect of 
11 . multiple scattering. Subsequent assumptions which are necessary to reduce 

this expression to a more tractable form, amount to a complete neglect of the 

· role of multiple scattering in defining the' potential. 

To evaluate Eq. (10) we wiil assume that the nuclear wave function 

can be represent'ed by the independent particle model, 

(12) 

'· 
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This specialization is not necessaey but it simplifies the .formal manipulations! 

Introducing the Fourier transforms ~ 
~I<. 

--;> ... ~ 

(k) and . 1f0 (k) of. ¢"' 1~ (r) and 
~ . . 1p

0
(r) respectively, Eqo (10) becomes· 

1 

\T)~o~tj~o~J 
(13) 

Assuming that the functions a and b of Eqo (11) depend only on the 
. w 

momentum transfer for a given incident wave number 9 the T matrix in the 
......, 

above equation will be independent of ko Or~ one might assume 9 since it is 

presumed that k0 j> k 9 that it is safe to neglect tne dependence of the T 
I 

matrix on la In either case the above integral can be rewritten as 

where 

= = JrJ~) 

(14) 
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"" ... ..., 
Substituting Eq. (ll) for the T matrix and letting g: (kf- k

0
), one finds 

j e iS·<i -1-l ~ (x-) [a(g, k0 ) + t&, ·<1 X k'
0
)b(g, k

0
)] 

.., .... 
ikoox . . .., . 

x e 1fo(k0 ) dk0 • _ 

·.(15) 

...., _, 
The vectors g and k

0 
can be replaced by gradients operating on the 

appropriate exponential function. Assuming in addition that the functions 

a(~, k0 ) and b(g, k
0

) are independent of k0 over the range of values 

allowed by 'fo (k0 ), one obtains, 

.., _, .::t ... ....) .. 
V ~0 = (v1 (x) - irs" o '\/ V 2(x) x \} fo<x) 

.(16) 

where 

. ~ .... ,..., ...,)' --. igo X - r . , ~ -. 
vl (x) c . 1 . . e . (?(r) a(g) dg dr , 

(2 rt)3f 2 . 

(17) 

. ~ .., ,.., ""') igo X - r 
: l e 

(21/)3/2. 

..,~ 

e<r) b(g) dg dr . 

Since v1 and v2 are radial !unctions, we may write 

0 (18) 

We note that a(g) and b(g) can be expressed as functions ot 

angles in the nucleon-nucleon center of mass system by the relation 

g = 2k sin e/2 where k . and e are the wave number and angle of scattering 
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in the center of momentum syatemo _In the nucleon=nucleus systemj 

g : 2k sin 9/2 where k and a are the wave number and angle of scattering 

in this systel!k The relation between the two is 

k ::: 2k 

and (19) 

Now if the extent of the density distri.bution is R, then the range 

of values over which a and b contribute is given from an examination of 

g ,-v :II: 
R (20) 

or 

(or 
kR 

Now, if a and b as a function of angle do not change appreciably 

over this angular range, the expressions for the potentials may be approximated 

by 

V
1 

:;;; a(O) e (r) 

(21) 

where a(O) and b(O) are the values of a and b in the forward 

directiono These equations are just the familiar result -expressing the 
. l2 

equivalent potentials in terms of the forward scattering amplitude. 
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It follows that the radial dependence of the spin orbit potential 

is indeed proportional to ~ !r V0 (r)o This does not however appear to be 

,true in generalil but only to the extent of the validity of the assumptions 

made in the derlvationo At much lower energies (L. 100 Mev) where one would 

expect multiple scattering to become quite important, this particular-form of 

the spin orbit potential is questionableo It should be noted also that the -c;:oefficients of 0)~ in the scattering matrix (Eqo (11)) would enter into the 

definition of the equivalent potential as a result of multiple scattering~ 

In most applications of the optical model 11 the coefficients . a(O) . 

and b(O) are, for a .given radial dependence e (r), fixed phenome~ologically, 

so as to.yield the diffraction and inelastic cross sections and the anguJ.ar 

distributiono The scattering at large angles depends however on the specific 

angular behavior of a and b, and this is ignored in the usual applications 

of the optical modelo 

In the remainder of this paper the optical model potential will be 

'written in the following form: 

. 2 - ..... 
v : ... (u + iw) ~ (r) +/-a ! ._<l fCr) CS" ot 

11 r dr 
(22) 

.where u» w» and ~··.are constants with the dimensions of energy and a is 

a constant of the dimension of length~ The radial dependence of the central 

well is given by ~(r) which is normalized to unity for r:: Oo The sign 

ot the spin orbit potential is taken to be the same as for the spin orbit 

potential of the shell model 1 assuming that f (r) is a radially decreasing 

functiono 
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III. CALCULATIONS 

The one particle Schroedinger equation for the scattering problem is 

[- ~ V':- (u +iw) e<rl f ~
2 

f.: e<rl cr.;?·]¥= 1i~2 if ' 
(23) 

where k is the incident wave number. The wave function ljl has the 

, asymptotic form 

ikr 
!-.... 

r 
(24) 

.where /tine is the spin function of the incident nucleon9 and t(e) is 

the amplitude of the scattered wave at infinity. From simple invariance 

arguments r(e) must have in general the form 

.... 
where n is the unit vector normal to the plane of scattering~ For an 

unpolarized incident nucleon~ the differential cross section and 
5 polarization are given b,y 

P :: AB* + A*B 

I A) 2 + ja/2 

For the case of polarized incident nucleons, ~ becomes, 
d.J1-.o 

(26) 



(27) 

-~ ~ 

where Pine is the polarization of the incident nucleons and n is defined 

as beforeo 

In general one cannot hope to obtain an exact or explicit solution 

to this scattering problem. Accordingly~·solutions will be obtained on the 

basis of two approximations. The first of these is the Bom approximation 

.and the second is the WaK.Bo approximation applied to the evaluation of the 

phase shi2fts. As will be seen, one must go beyond the first Born approximation 

to bring out all of.the .features of the polarization phenomena. 

A. Born Approximation 

For high energies (~300 Mev) and for the lighter nuclei it has been 
13 . 

pointed out that the Born approximation yields a qualitative estimate of 

the amount arid character of the polarization phenomena,; The fact that the 

first Born approximation yield a polarization is a consequence of the use or 

a complex central potential. 

The scattered amplitude can be readily evaluated in the Born 

approximation and is given b,y 

where 

A( e) - 5 j 0 (gr)(u + iw) e<r) r 2 dr - (2S) 
. 2 - s 2 e<rD r3 d:rr . B(9) - -i k sin e jl(gr) ~-~a . d - Tr g 



Here g is the momentum transfer and j
0 

and jl are spherical Bessel 

functions. Using the fact that 

and per.forming a partial integration on A( e) g one can show that 

A(8) : = l ~ jl (gr)(u t iw) [1 _<!, e(r)J ~ dr. 
g J r dr 

(29) 

Except for the factor sin @9 A(G) and B(9) have the same angular dependence 

and the scattered.amplitude can be written as 

_, (.! ( !2) f(9) " (1-f<l'"~ sin a 

The polarization is.given then by 

k2 p..a2 ) A(e) • 

u + iw 

sin e. 

(30) 

(31) 

The polarization is thus independent of the shape of the nuclear potential 
2 . . 

except that u 9 w.~~ and ~ must ~e adjusted to yield the experimental 

total and absorption cross section for a particular choice of the radial 

dependence. This also predicts that the observed polarization will be the 

same for all nuclei.14 Since the result depends on the Born approximation 

though, this can only be eitpeeted to hold f<?r the lightest nuclei. 

A similar calculation can be done in the Born approximation using 

the potentials as defined by Eq. (17). We let 

l ;, 

(32) 

( ,, 
.} 

~~· 
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where ar and ai are positive· humbers for small values of g (or e) o The 

differential angular distribution and the polarization are given t.heri by 

('fl
2

/21A) £(9) = ("r + 1a1 - ~;;t sin 9 k
2 0(-1/g) 5 jl (grl(~ ~ ~(r~ r

3 
dr , 

(33) 

p = sin e 
2 2 2 .J. 2 

1 + k ar sin e1 r a I 

':fhis is an identical result to Eqo (31) except that the· constants u~ w, 

and ~2 have been replaced by angular dependent functions which will have 

the effect of modifying Eqo (31) at large angles. 

The polarization obtained with the Born approximation can be expected 

to hold only for forward scattering angles. For larger angles~ the angular 

dependence of B(e) relative to A(9) changes sufficiently to introduce 

large corrections to the Born approximation result for the polarization, 

particularly in the region of the diffraction minima. · Thus~ it is principally 

in these latter regions that model dependent features of the polarization can 

be expected to appear. The more accurate calculations of the next section will 

bring this out •. · 

Bo W.K.Bo Approximation 

In this section9 the scattering problem will be solved in terms of 

the conventional phase shift expansion. Since it is not possible in 

general to obtain closed expression~ for the phase shifts, it is necessary 

to appeal to approximate methods.. The simplest and most appropriate f.or 

this case is the WoK.B. method. 
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The spin dependent potential of Eqo (23) becomes 9 when reduced to 

radial form referring to the ~-th partial wave, 

2 = = (u-+- iw) fCr) + )MJ> ..!. ~(r) J:. 
r dr 

(34) 

= 2 d vf.. :: = (u ... iw) f<r) = pa ..!. ~(r)( A.+ 1) • 
r dr 

The superscripts ( -t) and ( ... ) r~fer to the spin up (j : f+ i) scattered 

nucleons and spin down {j : 1.- t) scattered nucleons 1 respectively" 

The ~-th phase shifts in terms of the potentials are given in the 
. . 15 

WoKoBo approximation by the following equationt 

oO 

vi ~ (~:i)2 ]' dr - j [ k2 
- <£;i>2 r dr • 

(35) 

Where the lower limits are to be taken at the zeros of the integrands. Under 
. t . - . 

the assumption that .V,{ .t:.<- E , one obtains by expanding the radical, 

= 
1 

("' (-J) 1 (r)r dr 

2k . ~ [ 1"2 - y 2 ]i 
(36) 

. ky ~ c£+ !> " 

. 16 
It has been pointed out by Fernbach.9 Serber, and Taylor that this expression 

is equivalent to their more physical approach to the problem of high energy 

scattering from a complex potential wello 

t• 

''\ \j 

J 
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The expressions A(9) and B(9) .from which the scattering cross 

section and polarization are to be calculated are given in. terms of.a phase 
5 shift expansion by 

The various pOtential models which Will be considered and the expressions for 

the phase shifts obtained tram,Eqo (36) are as follows: 

1 o Square well: 

v- : -(u + iw) - fl& o(r - R) + 
2 l .i 1 ~ R -( 12..+ 1) , 

('± -
01 - i u + iw (kR)S~ + !:. (ka}2 si._l 

E A 2E kR 

E 
2 2 = ii k /2m , 

r£R 



-17= 
...... 

2o Parabolic well: 

+ 
_g (kR)s] + ·;.: (ka) $- - ~ u t iw -~ E 3 E kR 

-t-
~~kR-~ ·8i ~ 0 , 

E ... 112k2/~ ~ ~ - ' 

3o Gaussian well: 

2 2 
- - ~ r 

:: =(u + iw) e 

·2 2 
E : -1i k /2m. ~ 2 

2 

' 
=(1 + 1) 

51 L:+ l)f 

(t-(~1)2{ 

e 

22 
- '( r 
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r~R 

<) 

)'~kR=~ 
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' 4. Coulomb potential: 

. 2 . 
v = !!.... , 

r 

2 = (zZeM) 
1i2k 

-18= 

~~ - ( :l;;~) in V' +i) 

~ = (l - ( .e: ; ) 2) ft 

Square Parabolic 
well well 

~(Mev) 0 18 

~(Mev) 18 30 

~2(Mev=cm2) 5 X l0-26 4.77 x lo-26 

l l 
~(em) 1.4A'3'lo-13 1.6A'3lo-13 

~(em) 
'6 

,. 

TABLE I 

UCRL-2749 

V : Ze
2 

11 

R 

[coulomb phase shittj 

Gaussian well 
A B 

0 53 

89 76 

r ~ R 

9.85 X 10-26 l7o6 X 1026 

. 
l l 1 . i- 13 2 2 3 ~1.3 

(~) ~10- (J) A 10 
3 

Coulomb 
potential 

1 
lo25A3lo=l.3 

Numerical Values of the Nuclear Well Parameters Used in tne Calculations. 

I 
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2 The values of ui wi JWa j and the radius or shape parameter must 

now be picked for each well shapej so that the calculated total and 

differential scattering,cross sections for a given well shape agree with 

the experimental cross sections. Unfortuna.\ely~ the measur~d neutron-

nucleus cross sections at 300 Mev are not sufficiently extensive or precise 
. 2 

to fix the potentials unequivocally. The values of u, w, . ra I and R 
. u 

which are used are consistent with the available data and serve as 

representative values. These are given in Table lo The central potential 
. ·~ . 

for the square well is given by Fernbach. The central potentials and 

radii for the parabolic and gaussian wells have been determined by a similar 
18 . 

analysis for these well shapes o The values of the spin-orbit potentials 

which are given correspond roughly to the same volume as a square well of 
. o;,l3 . 

radius 3 x 10 .em and a depth of about 1 Mevo This is also about the same 
. 19 

strength as the spin=orbit potential of the shell model. Unless the actual 

value departs greatly·frpm this/) this should· serve as a reJ>reserttative value. 

To calculate the coulomb. phase shifts it was assumed that the coulomb 

potential was constant for distances less than the indicated radius, regardless 

. of the assumed nuclear well shape. This was done for numerical simplicity 

and should yield representative results. 

The scattering cross section and polarization has been evaluated by 

the above method and for the above potentials for 290 Mev neutrons incident 

in carbono These results are given in Figs. 1 to 4o The scattering cross 

section and polarization has also been evaluated for 290 Mev neutrons and 
20. 

protons incident on aluminum . for a parabolic well shapeo These results are 

given in Figs, 5 and 6o 

\{j 
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In addition to the- above calcul.ation~j the scati~ring cross section 

.·and polarization was also. evaluated for 290 Mev· neutrons •·on carbon for the 

. case wh~re 'both 'central and. spi.n-orbi t potentials were . square wells 0 The 

potentialtaken was 

- .[·. --. (0 + i lS) ... 2 ~. 1) Mev, 

-(it' 1) I 
r ~ R. 

-~ ...... 

This calculation, besides being done by the W.K.B. method, was also done by 

an exact phase Shift calcul~tion21 on the UNIVAC at the Urdversity of 

Californi~ Ridiaticm Laboratory at Livermore. The results for the polarization 

are given. ~n Fig •... 7 ~ The· angle at which the peak value of the polarization 

occurs· is shifted· to the left by a few d·egrees by the approximate method. 

Othemse the twO' results ar~. in essential agreements thus giving ·some idea 

of the validity of the W.K o·B. approximation in' these calculations •. 

On the basis' or these mwerlcal' results~ a number of qualitative 

features of the scattering process·, which reflect a dependence on the nuclear 

well shape and asso~iated 'parameters i become· immedi'ately apparent. Aside f'rom 

their beariD.g on the 'interpretation. of the experimental ·results theya.re·of 

some interest· of themselves. 

(a) ·nirrerential.angti.lar cross section: 

A comparison of the,calcula.ted differential cross sections for the 

square well,· parabolic well, and gaussian well shapes/ shows the effect on 

the angular distribution by the rounding orr of the potential distributiono 

Th~ rounding or ~'th:e"w~ll shape decreases the niagnitlide. of the second maximum 

relative to ·the tirst and. moves it tb larger angles. The effect is most 

pronounced in the gaussian. It is of interest to note that the minima and 
' # 

seoondar,y·maxima still persist in the. gauseians since in the Born approximation 
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treatment of a gaussian potential s~ape, these effects are absent. 
!' . .' '"· ~-~~· c': 

In addition one not~s that the troughs of the first detraction minima 

are relatively ~hallow as compared with the usual calculations. This reflects 

the presence of the scattering caused by the spin orbit potential, which 

tends to fill up the trough of the minima. This is of interest since these 

deep minima have never been observed experimentally in the. scattering of 

nucleons from nuclei. 

(b) Polarization: 

The calculated results show that in all the cases .considered large 

polarizations are obtained. The magilitude of the polarization does not. 

reflect to any extent model dependent features Jor parameters of the general 

values cho.sen. One notes from an examination of the Born approximation result 

that the polarization will be small only it the real central potential is 

large compared to the imaginary central. potential. This situation does exist 

tor nucleon energies below 100 Mev and one would therefore expect the measured 
22 

polarization to be considerably smaller at lower energies. 

The sign ot the polarization is negative (excluding the small region 

ot the dip). This means physically that an incident beam which is polarized. 

perpendicu+ar and "upward'' to the incident direction and plane of scattering / 

will be preferentially scattered to the lett (Eq. 2:/). If the sign of the 

spin orbit potential is reversed., the sign of the polarization will be reversed. 

The change in magnitude and shape of the polarization curve will be neglibible. 

The most striking feature of the results is the double reversal in 
. ' 

the sign of thepolarization in. the neighborhood of the first diffraction 

mipimum. Tbis·double reversal of sign or dip is a oonseq~ence ot the fact 

i .. _)_f 

• 
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·that the functions A(9) and B(e) in the scattered amplitude have slightly 

different periods of oscillation. The dip may be regarded as a diffraction 

phenomenon. A comparison of the results for the various potential shapes 

show that if the real potential is zero (or sufficiently small) compared to 

the imaginary potential, the dip is not eliminated by the roundir1g off .of the 

square wello I£, however, the real potential is increased sufficiently 

relative to the imaginary central potential, the dip is essentially eliminated. 

Furthermore, for a given cent.ral potential~ the dip is made more prominent as 

the radius is increased, ·as illustrated by the calculations for carbon and 

·aluminum using the parabolic well. It should be noted that the inclusion of 

the coulomb potential so as to describe the scattering of protonsg decreases 

the magnitude of the fi·rst II'.a.ximum of the polarization and widens the angular 

width of the dip. Thus3 the dip is more easily resolved with protons than with 

ne~trons, aside from experimental considerations. 
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IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENT. 

The measured differential cross sections and polarizations obtained by 

Chamberlain, Segre~ Tripp, Wiegand, and Ypsilantis23 for the scattering of 

290.Mev protons from ~-particles, carbon, and aluminum are shown in 

Figs. 8, 9, and 10., These results are also include'd (without noting the 

experimental er:rors) in the previous figures one through siX\ · The experimental 

angular cross sections which are drawn as a dashed lines in Figs. 1~ 2, and 5 

·are the arithmetic average of the left and right scatteringj that is~ the 

differential angular cross section £or an unpolarized incident beam. 

One notes first the similarity between the polarization for 

o{ -particles and carbon targets that exists out to an angle or about 30°. 

This experimental result is in qualitative agreement with the Born approximation 

resUlt that the polarization is independent of the target nuelettso 

Aside from this qualitative agreement with the theory, a detailed 

comparison of the experimental results with the calculated results show 

:rather significant discrepancies, particularly for carbon¢ 9ne notes$ for 

carbon, that there is neither a first diffraction minimum or a dip in the 

polarization. The second maximum. for the square and parabolic wells is 

larger than the experimental cross section at the same angle; while for the 

gaussian well the calculated cross section falls below the experimental cross 

section at the larger angles. The question or the presence or absence of a 

dip in the measured polarization for carbon can be put aside because of 

uncertainties in the nuclear well shape and associated parameters. The prin-

cipal discrepancy with respect to the polarization is at large angles where 

one finds that the experimental polarization drops off to essentially zero, 

( i 
--.} 
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while the calculated polarizations ~emain large except in the immediate 

neighborhood of the dip. The latter situation also exists.for aluminum, 

where, although the d.ip in the polarization exists in qualitative agreement 

with the calculated results, there is a discrepancy at the larger angles 

similar to that for carbon. 

One can look for the origin of these discrepancies in two possible 

directions. First, there are the experimental difficulties associated with 

the large angle scattering. Secondly, there is the question of the validity 

of the assumed potentials for describing the scattering at the large angles,. 

These two points will be considered in order. 

Aside from the experimental difficulties imposed by the low 

intensities and the requirements of angular definition, that have been met 

in the data presented, the principal difficulty exists in the separation of 

the purely elastic scattering from the inelastic scattering corresponding to 

the excitation of the low lying nuclear. levels. The data as presented 

certainly includes some amount of this inelastic scattering. In the forward 

directions where the elastic scattering cross section is large the inelastic 

scattering undoubtedly offers no problem. At large angles (say ;; 20°) the 

two could easily be comPa.rable.23 It is known that for the scattering of 
. . 24 

100 Mev nucleons from carbon the differential cross section for exciting the 

low lying nuclear levels is comparable to.the elastic scattering cross section 

at large angleso If this is the case at .300 Mev, the inclusion of this 

inelastic scattering with the elastic might result in the fillir~ up of the 
25 . . . . - . . 

. diffraction minima. The presence of the inelastic scattering would tend to 

resolve the difference between the ca.J.culated and experimental cross sections 
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.for the larger angles if one ass~esa gaussian well shapeo It is not 

apparent that this would be so for the assumption of square or parabolic 

wells. In addition, since the inelastic~lly· scattered particles would not 

be expected to be polarized as much·as the elastically scattered particles$ 

the inclusion of some inelastic scattering would ''dilute" the polarization of 
' ' 

the elastic scattering and possibly account for the smallness of. the measured 

· polarization. 

An observation which seems to contradict at least the latter statement, 

is the striking similarity between the polarization obtained f'or helium and 

· ca,rbon targets" For certain, the inelastic scattering from the o( ·-particle 

is· .of a negligible amount& which (assuming the Born approximation result) leads 

one to believe that the inelastic scattering present in the carbon data does 

not change the polarization appreciably. 

The preceding dis.cussion suggests that some of the discrepancy between 

the exp~rimental and calculated r~sults can be attributed to the effect of an 

inadequate representati9n of the nucleon-nucleus interactiono The discussion 

in.Section II pointed out that an arbitrary potential well model will not be 

likely to describe the la.rge·angle scattering accurately" since it m1;1st contain 

implicitly a description of the nucleon-nucleon scatteringo To the extent that 

the Born approxima.tion is valid, this is seen directly in Eq. (33) • It is 

apparent that the angular behavior of the functions ,a(g) and b(g) will 

modit.y both th~ angular distribution and the polarization which is obtained 

from a simple weli modelo The_polar:tzation in particular will show this 

modification, since f.or the lightest nuclei the angular dependence of the 

polarization is characterized entirely (except for the factor sin e) ·by the 

functions a(g) and b(g). These functions are probably decreasing functions 

( 
·..f 
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of the angle in the angular range of interest 'here. The. discrepancy between 

·the calculated and measured polarizations can probably be ascribed to this 
26 . . 

. circumstance o Conversely, for a light target such as the 0( -particle~ 

the measured polarization offers a further condition. on the nu~leon-nucleon 

interaction beyond that which can be obtained from nucleon-nucleon scattering 

experiments. 

The lack of a diffraction minimum and secondary ma.ximum for carbon and 

their rather minor character for aluminum is probably'more a reflection of the 

well shape than the angular behavior of the functions a(g) and b(g). From 

these calculations no definite conclusions on the well shape can be drawn, 

though they certainly suggest the necessity of a long tailed potential well. 

·The uncertainty introduced by inelastic scattering is 9 of course.i' not to be 

ignored. 

The calculated polarization for aluminum is in qualitative agreement 

with the experimental result. The discrepancy at the larger angles can be 

ascribed to the same basic 'reason as before. Since, however~ the Born appro~= 

mation has eease4 to bevalid. for this case~ the angular dependence of the 

polarization is no longer characterized by a(g) and b(g) alone.· It should 

be noted that for the particular parameter associated with the parabolic well~ 

the dip in the polarization is effectively suppressed. for carbon, but does 

occur for aluminum. The fact that the dip in the calculated. polarization 

occurs at ·a somewhat smaller angle than is experimentally observed may be a 

result of the approximate nature of the calc,u.lation (see Figo. (7)) o 

The calculated differential angular cross section of protons scattered 

from aluminum is larger than the exp~rimental cross section in the angular 
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region 8° to 15° •. This indicates that the real central potential used is too 

large and should be reduced· (changes in the real potential have a small effect 

on the total cross section at these energies). This would also increase the 

polarization in the same angular range as above and increase the width of the 

dip. This would improve the agreement between the calculated and measured 

pol.arizati~n. 

It should be noted that the coulomb potential has a substantial effect 

on the polarization of protons scattered from aluminum (and naturally for 

heavier target nuclei also) for angles less than ~ 15°. The interference 

between the nuclear scattering and the coulomb scattering offers in principle 

a method of determining the sig.n of the polarization. Howeverll neither the 

calculations nor the experimental results are sufficiently precise as they stand 

to establish the sign of the polarization. 

In connection with the preceding observations, the results of the 
27 calculations of Tamor for the polarization of nucleons scattered from spin 

~ero nuclei should ~e ·noted. His calculation is done in the impulse approxi

mation and thus his result is equivalent to that of Eq. (33) o He has in 

addition, however, expressed the transition matrix in terms of the nucleon ... 

nucleon phase shifts and used the numerical values for the phase shifts given 
28 

by goldfarb and Feldman, and Swanson. The spin dependence of the nucleon-

nucleon potential is given by 'a tensor force. Tamor~ s results are in · 

qualitative agreement. with the experimental results and our calculations 9 

One point of particular interest is the sign of the polarization. which he 

obtains, which is negative., This agrees with the sign which we have obtained 
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using a -spin-orbit potential of the same sign as the shell model spin-orbit 

potentialo Accordingly, .the tensor force leads to the same sign of the spin-
29 

orbit potential at these energies-as that of the shell modelo A comparison 

of his numerical results with Eq., (31) also leads to an estimate or· the magnitude 

of the spin-orbit potential. This can be simply done and yields a value of 

. . . -13 the order of one Mev (jl"r.J 1 for a= 3ol0 em; Eq. (22))o 
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SUMMARY 

The spin dependence of the nucleon-nuclear interaction must be of a 

spineorbit form and it was.shown that the radial form of the spin-orbit 

potential is 'to a first approximation proportional to 1 JL of the central 
r dr 

potential" This result was obtained assuming the impulse approximation and 

neglecting the role of multiple scattering~ In addition, it was pointed out 

that the optical model potential must implicitly contain the characteristics 

of the nucleon-nucleon scattering in order to describe large angl·e nucleon-

nucleus scattering. 

The differential angular cross section .and the polarization of nucleons 

wa~ calculated in the Born approximation and on the W9 K.B. approximation. To 

the extent of the validity of the Born approximation, the polarization is 

independent of the size and shape of the nucleu~. This result can only be 

~ted to hold for the lightest nuclei and ~or forward scattering angles. 

ThE! experimental results for the polarization of protons scattered from helium 

and carbon are very similar out to angle of 30° and bear this result out. The 

W9 K..B. calculations were made for square, pa.rabolic 9 and gaussian well shapes~ 

The parameters associated with these well shapes were chosen: to fit the measured 

total and elastic scattering cross secti,ons for 300 'Mev neutrons 9 The strength 

of the spin-orbit potential was chosen in every case to correspond roughly to 

a square well of one Mev depth and radius equal to that of· carbon. A large 

degree of polarization was obtained in eveey caee, so that the magnitude of the 

polarization does not reflect model dependent features. The most striking "-v' 

characteristic of the polarization is the double reversal of the sign of the 
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polarization in the immediate region·of the diffraction tninima~ and may itself 

be r~garded as a diffraction phertomenao · It was ·found that the presence of' the 

dip in the polarization dep~nds on the relative magnitude of the real to the 
/ 

imaginary central potentials and on the size of the nucleus. A comparison 

of' these calculated cross sections and polarizations with the experimental 

results fo~ carbon showed in general a rather poor agreemento The calculated 

polarizatio~ remains large at large ang~es except in the neighborhood of the 
. 0 

dips whife the measured polarization becomes quite small at an angle of 30 o 

Although experimental uncertainties intr~uce some ambiguity in the interpre

tation.~~ the discrepancy at large angles canundoubtedly be attributed to the 

inadequacy of the optical model potentials usedo For~ as pointed out 9 the 

large angle·scattering depends to some extent on the details of nucieon-

nucleon scattering, which must therefore be incorporated. into the optical 

model potential o The experimental and calculated results for aluminum 'show a 

somewhat better agreement since a larger part of the elastic scattering is 

confined to smaller scattering angleso 

A comparison of these calculations with those ot Tamor 9s in which 

he utilized the calculated nucleon-nucleon scattering amplitudes show that the 

tensor force in the nucleon-nucleon interaction leads to a spin orbit 

potential at these energies of the same sign as the spin-orbit potential of 

the shell modeL A further comparison shows also that the magnitude of the 

spin-orbit pot.ential used in these calculations ·is eonsi.etent with the 

nucleon-nucleon tensor interactiono 
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Differential Angular Cross Section for 
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(A} a Square Well Central P'otential and 
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The Dotted Line Gives the Experimen
tal Result. 
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Fig. 2 
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Differential Angular Cross Sections for 
Unpolarized Incident Neutrons Scattered 
·from Carbon Assuming a Gaussian Well 
Central Potential for Two Different 
Well Depths (see Table 1). The Dotted 
Line Gives the Experimental Result. 
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Polarization of Neutrons Scattered 
from Carbon Assuming (A) a Squ'are 
Well Central Potential and ( ~ a Para-

. bolic Well Central Potential. The 
Crosses Give the Experimental Results. 
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Polarization of Neutrons Scattered 
from Carbon Assuming a Gaussian 
Well Central Potential for Two Differmt 
Well Depths (see Table 1). The Cresses. 
Give the Experimental Results. 
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Fig. 5 Differential Angular Distribution for Un
polarized Incident Neutrons (N) and Prctons 
(P) Scattered from Aluminum Assuming a 
Parabolic Well Central Potential. The 
Dashed Line Give the Experimental Result. 
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Polarization of Neutrons (N) and Protons 
(P) Scattered from Alutninum' Assuming 

. a Parabolic -Central Potential. The 
. Grosses Gl.ve the Experirrien~a:l Results . 
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Fig. 7 Polarization of.Neutrons Scattered from 
Carbon Assuming a Square Well Central 
and Spin Orbit ,Potential. Curve A Shows 
the Result of a Machine Calculation, and 
Curve. B Shows the Result .of the Approxi
mate Method Used in the Rest of the Cal
culations .. 
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Fig. 8 (a) Differential Scattering Cross Section 
Versus Left and Right Scattering Angles 
for 74% :pola:dzed 315 -MevProtons 
Scattered Elastically by Helium. 
(b) Polarization of. Protons Scattered by 
Helium Versus Scattering· Angle. 
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(a) · Differ.ential Scattering Cross Section 
Versus Left and Right Scattering for 
64°/. Polarized 290 :...Mev Protons Scatter
ed Elastically by Carbon. 
(b) Polarization of Protons Elastically 
Scattered by Carbon Versus Scattering 

, Angle. 
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